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ChainLadder Package on Amazon Cloud 

The screen prints below were inspired by the video found by following the topmost link after searching 

“instructions for installing r on amazon ec2” 

 

The link above takes you here: 

 

The link takes you to Louis Aslett’s site .. very helpful. 
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The link to the afore-mentioned video is circled. Amazon has changed since Louis made his video so 

some screens below differ from the video. 

When you start an amazon “instance” you’ll have a running operating system, but not much more, 

certainly not R. In the sharing spirit of open-source, Louis Aslett has made available an “Amazon 

Machine Image” (AMI) that has RStudio pre-loaded. Click the link highlighted in yellow above and you’ll 

be taken to a sign in screen. 

 

(I can’t remember if a standard Amazon account will work for AWS, but my son created an AWS account 

for me many years ago when he did something similar for Trinostics while in high school.) 
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The AMI was pre-chosen, so you were taken directly to Step 2. Keep hitting Next until Step 6. 
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In Step 6, per Aslett specify HTTP protocol and leave “Source” (which is you when you’re running the 

instance) as “Anywhere”. You will get many Warnings about this, but I don’t know what IP settings my 

ISP set for me, so this works for now. Then add a TCP rule, again per Aslett. Click Review & Launch. 
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We’re almost ready to roll. Click Launch and you will get another security-related warning. 

 

Click the down arrow to select the choice “Proceed without a key pair” (once again, per Aslett). 

Acknowledge and Launch. 
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 sweet 

View your Instance so you can get the web address (in yellow). Copy and paste it into a browser. 

 

I had to switch to Chrome. 
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Per Aslett, username and pw are rstudio. 

 

You will be greeted with a fresh RStudio running in a browser. Cool! 

Per Aslett, change the password from within RStudio after which you’ll sign in again. 

 

 

pw was changed successfully. Find your instance’s url again and paste it into your browser again – or just 

hit the back button (worked for me). 
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  using your new pw. 

Now we’re ready to work.  

Install the ChainLadder package (it doesn’t come with Aslett’s AMI). 
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 ok, the package install worked. 

Run the Mack Method on the well-known RAA data analyzed by Mack and others. Here it is in a csv file. 
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In RStudio’s Files pane on the right, click the Files tab, then Upload. 

 Browse to where the file was saved on your PC and 

 select it, then OK.  

 It will show up in your working directory within RStudio (see Files pane 

below). Load the (previously installed) ChainLadder package. 
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Read the data into a variable. 

 

The row labels came in as “data” (those are not loss values!) and the column headers were prepended 

with an X (ChainLadder likes numeric ages), so we’ll first clean that up. See the R manipulations in blue 

below, and the final triangle. 

 

Now, e.g., run ChainLadder’s Mack Method on that triangle. 
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Done!  

Time to shut down. 

 

Signed out, but FYI! the Amazon instance is still running. I once left an instance running for a week – 190 

hours, to be precise. That mistake cost me a whopping $19. Amazon’s pricing may have changed since. 
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Under Actions click Terminate. 
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Let’s see how much that cost. 

 

 

I like that. 

 

Let the group know via the Forum if you have any comments/questions. 

 

 

These instructions are provided without warranty. Use of Internet Explorer, 

Chrome, Amazon’s services, Excel, RStudio, ChainLadder and related packages, or 

any other software or service included above is at your own risk. 


